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The question of whether or not (and if not, w:ly) a given undirected graph [37 
has a simple cycle passing through a prescribed subset of vertices un~~~~~y has a 
general answer. G.A. Dirac [I] has shown that any k vertices of a graph G he on 
a common cycle provided G is k-connected [3]. Were we proceed to characterize 
the condition under which no cycle of G passes through given vertices whose 
number only slightly exceeds the connectivity of G. Given 7% VG c. cycle C of G 
is called a T-cycle if Tr VC. Given YE. VG let (Y) denote the subgraph of G 
induced by Y and dY denote the set of vertices from Y adjacent to vertices from 
VG - Y. aY is called the boundary of Y in G. 
II. Given 7% VG a disjoint collection (X; Y,, . . . , Y,,) of subsets of 
VG - T is called a T-separator in G if 
(ij G -X--XI?_ 1 E( Yi) has at least 1x1 +x1= 1 13 @Yi IJ + 1 components Ki with 
Kj n Tf @; where aYi is the boundary of Yi in G - X; and 
(ii) each Yt is a component OF G -- X - Uall i EM,. 
Clearlg G can’t ave both a T-cycle and a ~~separator~ 
assertion is fake since t -com~eci~si graph in 
=(t,, . . . ‘I 67). 
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Fig. I. A 4-mmected graph with no T-cycle and no T-separate: for T = {rl, . . . , t,) (the tatter is seen 
tram the existence 04 tEe 7 chains in the graph drawn by the thick lines\ 
(3, If Iii = k + 1, & ,)- 3. and C has no T-cycle, then VG = 
XUW,U*** UWf& where IX\== k. IWi rt T\ = 1 and W,, . . . , W& are the dis- 
connected parts of G - .X ‘And for an!4 x E X and i E ( 1, . . . , k + 1) there is an edge 
of 6 co::necting x with B-t/‘i so that X is a T-separator. If k = 2, y1r= 3, then the 
T-separ *for may have “s or 2 Ys. 
(4) Iork=3,m = 4 Theorem 1 plus Remark (3) iinpty the result earlier obtained 
by ME. Watkins (see $]). 
(5) ;f m=k+2, ka3, h t en a T-sC:parator, whenever it exists, contains at most 
two Y’s. 
(6) Suppose that G has a T-separator but no ‘I”-separator for anv proper subset 
T’ c: T. As a by-preadult of our technique there appears a bipartite graph W 
(called a ‘fiip-copping wheel’), with T as one part and some s’ c: VG - ‘F”, ISi A 
1 Tl - I, as the other, ~~omemorphica~~y em~)edded into G and having the following 
properties: (6a) deg(r) = k, t E 7’; (6b) deg(s)*3, SE S; (6~) W has a (T-It))-cycle 
for some t E T (which inevitably turns to be an S-cycle). Thus for I~YZ s k + 2 W is 
not planar (if k 2 3) and has at least ene s E S with deg(s) 3 k + 1. 
the following directions. 
In c1 3-rf?l(ular, 3-~~n~~cF~~ ru~~~ uny 9 ~er~~~~s liQI on il ~0~~‘~~~~~ 
IO ~~~?~ces -the ~ef~~se~~ ~r~~~~ !).’ 
Among planar graphs only the 3-connected ones concern us since Tutte [6 
shown that every 4-connected. planar graph is hamiltonian. 
de learned that Theorem 4 has also en proved by A. 
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In a 3-confleeted ~~~~a~ graph G any 5 vertices lie on a common 
any h.w~ TCI VG there exists either a T-ryc!e or a T-separator. 
has no T-cycle for some 6-subset T c VG, then 6 has the fallowing 
structure with respect o 
( 1) VG has a partition ,UY,lJ(~J{Zi,i==l,... ,611 where X = {x,, x2, x3} 
l.u iW2J = 3 ivt the subgraph G - X, and 
edges of he induced subgranh (X U Y, U Y2) are deleted and after 
that tGte vertices of each Yi and Zi are identified G turns (up to loops and parallel 
edges) into the graph drawn in Fig. 2. Here T=={tI, . . . , th}, ti E 2, and {X; Y1, Y2) 
is the T-separator. 
or0 The graph of Fig. 2 is the unique 3-connected bipartite planar non- 
;~a,**i,to~*~~~* graph with the least mmher of vertices (= 1 1). 
~ro~~2 Wnger to Dirac 
Given a E VG, 2 E G - a consider a ‘maximal flow’ consisting of the maximal 
number of chains connecting a with 2 and disjoint in G -- a. Let I;,(Z) denote the 
union of chains of such maximal flow and put B,(Z) = taLL) U Z For 6 E B,(Z) 
let R,(b) denote the chain of F, from a to 6. Let G be k-connects”. Then by the 
Menger theorem (see [3]), IBa (Z)l 3 min{k, !zl). To construct Fa the Ford- 
Fulkerson technique m;ly be applied [2]. If several such chains already connect a 
with some B’ c 2, then this technique yields F,(Z) with &,(Z) 1 B’. 
Consider a sequence t,, tz, . . . and let T,,, - (t,. . . . , I,,}. If k > 1, then 2 T,-cycle 
always exists. Suppose that a T,,, -cycle C exists for some m 2 2. If t,,,, 1 (f K’, then 
construct _Ft,,,   (C). Assume that 7‘,, is cyclically ordered accordin? ta a given 
orientation of C, and ctinsider the pJr:ition C = D, U . - l U D,,, where 
D*, . - - 9 D,,, are the Lilains connecting t, anti t2, . . . , t,, and t, respectively. If two 
Gig. 2. The ut&qu~ pla, 3r konnected bipartitt on-hamiltoniln graph with the least number of 
vertites (= 11). 
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distinct b’, b”E B,,+,(C) fall inte the same cli, then CU R,m,,(b’)U R,+,(b”) 
obviously contains a ?-,,, + 1 -cycle. But thr ’ is always the case when m < k - 1 and 
the Dirac theorem follows. 
Flip -flopping wheel 
Assume that for some m s k a ‘&,-cycle C has already been found, and 
suppose that rm,_, is not on C. Two procedures Pl and P2 are described below. PI 
starts from C and t, +r to construct a subgraph WE G in which a TO,+,-cycle is 
hoped to be found. Some vertices c f W are distinguished as ‘points’; the set of 
points has the form T,,+, U S where S groves in the course of Pl and perhaps 
covers a part of T, ; except fm+r all points lie on C. Two points X, y are 
neighboring if they are connected by a chain of W passing through no other point, 
such chain is always unique and denoted byI [xRy]; let (xRy] a d (xRy) denote 
this c:nain without x and x.. y respectively. Put A = (a,, a,, . . . , a,,} = ?,,, + 1 - S, 
where a,, = f,,., +l and let a,, . . . , a,, (n s rn) be cyclicallv ordered according to the _ 
given orientation of C. Let Dr U 9 9 l U D,, be the partition of C where 
R, - ,: * , D,, are the segments connecting a I and u2, . . . , u,, and ur respectively. 
We seize the moment when some Q obtains two points of S. When it happens Pl 
stops and initiates the other procedure, P2, intended to extract a ‘r,,+,-cycle from 
W.Twomaps, g:TUS+{O,l,2,. .} and r : S -+ A, are constructed by Pl to be 
utilized by P2; they satisfy the following recurrent relations: 
(1) g(Gn+,) = 0, 
(2) g(s) -x g(r(s)), s E s, 
and 
(3) g(a,) = I+ n~~x{g(si - I), g! P >}; 
if Si-1 or Si doesn’t exist, then g(si) is undefined. 
. In the course of this procedure eac!n t E T,,+r ‘sleeps’ until at some step 11 
either joins S or gets ‘cocked’ m order to ‘burst’ a step or more later. We start 
with W=;CU{t,,+ri, II=~II, qzti, ,=I ,..., 111, u ,F# ,,,. +I; S=g, g(ao)=O; ~0 is 
cocked while a,, . . , a, sleep. 
(BURST). If no terminal is cocked then stop (W can’t grow any more). 
Otherwise choose a cocked terminal u E A with the least g(u). Form 
Z:= W-(s’Ru]-(s”Ru] 
where s’, s” are the neighbors of u on C, and construct Fu (Z) with B,(Z) 2 {s’, s”}. 
Form 
f,” : = C-(.q’hl+(s”R~]U R,,(s’)uR,~,~“~ 
where I?#), R,(s”)c F,(Z) and W:= 1Z U F’(Z). Now a beco 
f &(Z)C S, then go to Pl.3. Otherr4se choose b E 
AC f b belongs as an internal point to some Q,(:;j J, 
Weep m vertices in a k-connected graph cannot be waked round along a sun6;!: cycle 3,21 
jf i - 1. i, then return to the moment when Pl .I was done for Q = ai and replace 
an R,(Q)~ R,(g) U R,(b). Cancel the part of W 
d launch Pl from this moment. 
RMINAL). Suppose that b = ai for i >O. If si exists for 
j==i-1 Or i, then Put x:=-si and y : = 6 and stop (go to PZ.). Otherwise remove ai 
from A, put n:=n-- diminish by 1 the subscripts of ai+l, . . . , q, and 
S i+lr * l * 7 S n- 
0 A SEGMENT). Let b belong to the interior of Die If Si exists 
then put i :‘Si, )I 1’ b and stop (go to P2). Otherwise pu: Si : - b (SO that b joins 
S) ;nti assign g(q): = g(a), T(s,):= u, and repeat Pl.2. 
.3 (C’OCKINC;). with both s,_,, Si existing doesn’t sleep, then go 
to Pl . 1 Otherwise choose sue u,, proc~a~~~ it cocked and assign g(Ui) : = I+ 
g(s,. ,), g(q)} and repeat P1.3. 
(EXTRACTING A T,,,, 1 -CYCLE). We have W constructed by Pl with tw:; 
hits x, y in the sam segment D, of C, g(x)< g(y). Let us tr ke as L the closed 
segment of C with e end-poinrs x, y containing T,,,. 
2.1. If g(y) = 0 (and so also g(x) = O), then stop: 
L 'Jb,, +I RX) W [t,,,+, Ry) is a ‘I-‘,,,+,-cycle. 
2.2. If g(y)>O, then find a = r(y) and form L’:= L U(aRy); L’ contains the 
cycle. Let s be that of two neighbors of a on C which also belongs to the cycle of 
L’. If (sRa) contains y, then stop ( W has no 7’,,,+ ,-cycle). Otherwise put L : = 
L’-(CIRS). 
. Let z be the new point of L distinct from x. Put y : = z, x : -= x if g(x) s g(z). 
and y:=x, x:= z otherwise. Go to P2.1. 
Let G be a k-connected graph, 7, c T,,, + 1 c VG, where 1 a,,, I= m, IT,,, +,I = 
m + 1 s k + 2 and let C be a 7’,,-cycle. We prove that: 
(1) If Pl works for C, f,,,+, in G and stops to initiate P2, then 82 always finds a 
7’ 1?1 + I-c y c\e . 
initiating P2, then the final subgraph WE G hzs the 
ernatives holds: (i) G 
contains a chain 
(see Definition) wit e X E S while each vertex fyorn S - X IS an ‘embryo’ of 
e additional considerations which appear to be tedious 
main results of the paper were an 
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